Isotope labeling in insect cells.
Target proteins in contemporary NMR are becoming increasingly complex. The interest lies on membrane proteins, multi-domain proteins, secreted proteins with secondary modifications etc., which can often only be expressed in eukaryotic expression hosts. Although E. coli is the organism of choice for expression of proteins in isotope labeled form for NMR studies, bacterial cells have limitations concerning their ability of producing soluble and well-folded proteins of human origin. Insect cells are eukaryotic cells and therefore evolutionary closer to human cells than bacterial cells. Therefore a larger share of human proteins can be functionally expressed in them, for example multi-domain proteins, protein complexes, membrane proteins and proteins requiring post-translational modifications. In order to study these proteins by NMR, they are ideally prepared in isotope labeled form. In this chapter different strategies for isotope labeling in insect cells are described - uniform and amino acid specific. A general introduction to expression with baculovirus infected insect cells is given followed by a detailed descriptions of labeling approaches. The chapter is concluded with case studies, describing successful application of isotope labeling in insect cells for NMR studies including solid-state experiments, ligand binding studies and protein dynamics.